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N4-lattices are the algebraic semantics of paraconsistent Nelson logic, which was introduced in
[1] as an inconsistency-tolerant counterpart of the better-known logic of Nelson [7, 13]. Paraconsis-
tent Nelson logic combines interesting features of intuitionistic, classical and many-valued logics (e.g.,
Belnap-Dunn four-valued logic); recent work has shown that it can also be seen as one member of the
wide family of substructural logics [15].

The work we present here is a contribution towards a better topological understanding of the alge-
braic counterpart of paraconsistent Nelson logic, namely a variety of involutive lattices called N4-lattices
in [8]. A Priestley-style duality for these algebras has already been introduced by Odintsov [10]. The
main difference between his approach and ours is that we only rely on Esakia duality for Heyting al-
gebras [4], whereas [10] uses both Esakia duality and the duality for De Morgan algebras [2, 3]; as a
consequence, the description of dual spaces that we obtain is, in our opinion, much simpler. Moreover,
[10] only deals with N4-lattices whose lattice reduct is bounded, whereas we show that our treatment
extends to the non-bounded case as well. We also consider N4-lattices expanded with a monotone
modal operator, which have been recently introduced in the algebraic investigation of modal expansions
of Belnap-Dunn logic [12, 11, 14]. Building on duality theory for distributive lattices with modal op-
erators [5, 6], we introduce a duality for these modal N4-lattices, which can moreover be employed to
provide a neighborhood semantics for the logic of [14].

Definition 1. An N4-lattice [9, Definition 2.3] is an algebra B = 〈B,∧,∨,→,∼〉 such that:

(i) the reduct 〈B,∧,∨,∼〉 is a De Morgan lattice, i.e., a distributive lattice (with order ≤) equipped
with a unary operation ∼ : B→ B (usually called negation) such that ∼∼a = a and ∼(a∨ b) =
∼a∧∼b,

(ii) the relation � defined as a � b iff a→ b = (a→ b)→ (a→ b), is a pre-ordering (i.e., reflexive
and transitive),

(iii) the relation ≡ defined as a≡ b iff a� b and b� a is a congruence w.r.t. ∧,∨,→ and the quotient
algebra B./ = 〈B,∧,∨,→〉/≡ is a Brouwerian lattice1,

(iv) ∼(a→ b)≡ a∧∼b for all a,b ∈ B,

(v) a≤ b iff a� b and ∼b�∼a for all a,b ∈ B.

∗Submission to the conference on Topology, Algebra and Categories in Logic (TACL 2013), to be held in Nashville, Tennessee
(USA), on July 28 - August 1, 2013. The corresponding author is the second one.

1A Brouwerian lattice is a the 0-free subreduct of a Heyting algebra. Brouwerian lattices are also known in the literature
as generalized Heyting algebras, Brouwerian algebras, implicative lattices [8] or relatively pseudo-complemented lattices [13].
Some authors call “Brouwerian lattices” structures that are (lattice-theoretic) dual to ours.
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We say that B is bounded if its lattice reduct is bounded (in which case B./ is a Heyting algebra).

It is known [8] that N4-lattices form a variety (hence, bounded N4-lattices are also a variety), which
is the equivalent algebraic semantics of paraconsistent Nelson logic.

Definition 1 may seem rather obscure; fortunately a more insightful description is available for these
algebras thanks to the so-called twist-structure construction [9, Definition 2.1], which allows us to view
any N4-lattice as a special power of a Brouwerian lattice.

Let A = 〈A,∧,∨,→,1〉 be a Brouwerian lattice. Consider the algebra A./ = 〈A×A,∧,∨,→,∼〉with
operations defined as follows: for all 〈a,b〉,〈c,d〉 ∈ A×A,

〈a,b〉∧ 〈c,d〉 := 〈a∧ c,b∨d〉
〈a,b〉∨ 〈c,d〉 := 〈a∨ c,b∧d〉
〈a,b〉 → 〈c,d〉 := 〈a→ c,a∧d〉

∼〈a,b〉 := 〈b,a〉.

It is easy to check that A./ is an N4-lattice. If A has a minimum element 0, then letting > := 〈1,0〉 and
⊥ := 〈0,1〉 we obtain a bounded N4-lattice. However, not all N4-lattices can be obtained in this way. To
achieve this, we need the following refinement. Let D(A) := {a∨ (a→ b) : a,b ∈ A} denote the set of
dense elements of the Brouwerian lattice A. Consider a lattice filter ∇ ⊆ A such that D(A)⊆ ∇ and an
arbitrary (non-empty) lattice ideal

∇

⊆ A. Then the set B := {〈a,b〉 ∈ A×A : a∨b ∈ ∇, a∧b ∈

∇

} is
closed under the operations ∧,∨,→,∼ of A./ and thus 〈B,∧,∨,→,∼〉 is an N4-lattice. Following [9],
we denote this algebra by Tw(A,∇,

∇

) and call it a twist-structure over A.
Odintsov [9, Corollary 3.2] proved that any N4-lattice B is isomorphic to the algebra Tw(B./,∇,

∇

),
where B./ is the Brouwerian lattice of Definition 1 (iii) and ∇(B),

∇

(B) are defined as follows:

∇(B) := {[a∨∼a] : a ∈ B}

∇

(B) := {[a∧∼a] : a ∈ B},

where [b] is the equivalence class of b ∈ B modulo the relation ≡ also introduced in Definition 1 (iii).
The isomorphism jB : B∼= Tw(B./,∇,

∇

) is given by the map jB : B→ B/≡×B/≡ defined as jB(a) :=
〈[a], [∼a]〉 for all a ∈ B.

The one-to-one correspondence between N4-lattices and triples of the form (A,∇,

∇

) established
above can be extended to a categorial equivalence between (1) the category N4, whose objects are
(bounded) N4-lattices and whose morphisms are algebraic (bounded) N4-lattice homomorphisms, and
(2) the category Twist whose objects are triples (A,∇,

∇

) with A a (bounded) Brouwerian lattice, ∇⊆ A
a lattice filter containing the dense elements D(A), and

∇

⊆ A an ideal, and whose morphisms are
(bounded) Brouwerian lattice homomorphisms h : A1→A2 such that h[∇1]⊆∇2 and h[

∇

1]⊆

∇

2. This
equivalence easily follows from Odintsov’s results but, to our knowledge, we are the first ones to prove it
formally. Notice that an object of Twist is for us a triple (A,∇,

∇

), not the product algebra Tw(A,∇,

∇

)
introduced before.

Using this result, together with Esakia duality for Heyting algebras, we can obtain a topological du-
ality for bounded N4-lattices via their twist-structure representation. Recall that Esakia duality is a dual
equivalence between the category of Heyting algebras (with algebraic homomorphisms as morphisms)
and the category of Esakia spaces (with Esakia functions as morphisms), defined as follows. An Esakia
space is a Priestley space = 〈X ,τ,≤〉 such that the down-set ↓U of every clopen U ⊆ X is clopen. An
Esakia function is a map f : X → Y between Esakia spaces X ,Y which is Priestley-continuous and such
that ↑Y f (x)⊆ f [↑X x] for every x ∈ X . The functors that establish Esakia duality are defined in the same
way as in Priestley duality.

It follows from Priestley duality that the lattice filters of a Heyting algebra are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with closed up-sets of its dual Esakia space, and, similarly, lattice ideals correspond to open
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up-sets of the dual space. This allows us to establish a correspondence between a triple (A,∇,

∇

)∈Twist
and a topological structure 〈X ,≤,τ,C,O〉, which we call a Nelson-Esakia space, such that:

• 〈X ,≤,τ〉 is an Esakia space,

• C ⊆ X is a closed set such that C ⊆max(X),

• O⊆ X is an open up-set.

Here max(X) denotes the set of maximal elements of the poset 〈X ,≤〉, and we note that the condition
C ⊆max(X) is meant to reflect the fact that the filter ∇ contains the dense elements.

A category NE-Sp of Nelson-Esakia spaces is obtained by adopting the following notion of mor-
phism. A morphism between Nelson-Esakia spaces 〈X1,≤1,τ1,C1,O1〉 and 〈X2,≤2,τ2,C2,O2〉 is an
Esakia function f : X1→ X2 that satisfies f [C1]⊆C2 and f−1[O2]⊆ O1.

A dual equivalence between the category Twist of twist-structures over Heyting algebras and the
category NE-Sp of Nelson-Esakia spaces can be established using the same functors involved in Priest-
ley (and Esakia) duality. The only non-trivial bit is to take care of the additional structure which is given,
on the algebraic side, by ∇ and

∇

, and on the topological side by the sets C,O defined above. This can
be done as follows.

To a twist-structure (A,∇,

∇

) we associate the Nelson-Esakia space 〈X(A),τA,⊆,CA,OA〉, where
〈X(A),τA,⊆〉 is the usual dual Esakia space of A and

CA := {P ∈ X(A) : ∇⊆ P} OA := {P ∈ X(A) : P∩

∇

6= /0}.

Conversely, to a Nelson-Esakia space 〈X ,≤,τ,C,O〉 we associate the twist-structure 〈A(X),∇C,

∇

O〉,
where A(X) is the algebra of clopen up-sets of X (which carries, by Esakia duality, the structure of a
Heyting algebra) and

∇C := {U ∈ A(X) : C ⊆U}

∇

O := {U ∈ A(X) : U ⊆ O}.

Joining the results stated so far we obtain the equivalences displayed below.

N4

T
))
Twist

N

gg

X
**
NE-Spop

A

ii

Given an N4-lattice B, we let T (B) := (B./,∇(B),

∇

(B)). If f : B1 → B2 is an N4-morphism, we
define T ( f ) : (B1)./→ (B2)./ as T ( f )([a]≡1) := [ f (a)]≡2 , where [a]≡1 is the equivalence class of a∈ B1
modulo the relation introduced in Definition 1 (iii) and likewise [b]≡2∈B2/≡2 for all b∈B2. Conversely,
for (A,∇,

∇

) ∈ Twist, we let N(A,∇,

∇

) := Tw(A,∇,

∇

). For a morphism h : A1→ A2 between twist-
structures (A1,∇1,

∇

1), and (A2,∇2,

∇

2), we define the map N(h) : N(A1,∇1,

∇

1)→ N(A2,∇2,

∇

2), as
N(h)〈a,b〉 := 〈h(a),h(b)〉 for all a,b∈ A1. Functors X and A are defined essentially as in Priestley dual-
ity. That is, for (A,∇,

∇

) ∈ Twist, we let X(A,∇,

∇

) := 〈X(A),τA,⊆,CA,OA〉 and, for a Nelson-Esakia
space 〈X ,≤,τ,C,O〉, we let A(〈X ,≤,τ,C,O〉) = 〈A(X),∇C,

∇

O〉. On morphisms the two functors are
defined set-theoretically exactly as in Priestley duality.

As mentioned above, our duality between twist-structures and Nelson-Esakia spaces can be extended
to other classes of algebras.

One example is (non-bounded) Brouwerian lattices. In this case all that we need is to extend Esakia
duality to Brouwerian lattices. This is relatively straightforward, because any Brouwerian lattice A
can be extended to a Heyting algebra A∗ in a canonical way by simply adding a new bottom element,
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regardless of whether A already had one or not. We then look at the dual Esakia space of A∗, whose
underlying poset will necessarily have a maximum element (corresponding to the set A, which is a
prime filter of A∗). Conversely, to any Esakia space with maximum we associate a Brouwerian lattice
by considering the algebra of non-empty clopen up-sets. Everything else works as in Esakia duality,
and the duality between Brouwerian lattices and Esakia spaces with maximum is extended to twist-
structures over Brouwerian lattices and Nelson-Esakias spaces with maximum by taking care of the
additional structure (∇,

∇

,C,O) in the way described above.
The case of N4-lattices with monotone modal operators is more involved, but the strategy is essen-

tially the same. These enriched algebras are also representable as twist-structures (A,∇,

∇

), where A is
a Brouwerian lattice (or a Heyting or a Boolean algebra) which is itself endowed with modal operators,
for instance suppose A = 〈A,∧,∨,→,2,3〉. Then the reduct 〈A,∧,∨,2,3〉 is a distributive lattice with
modal operators, a structure for which a duality theory is already available (see, e.g., [5, 6]). Thus, in
order to extend this to a topological duality for “modal twist-structures” (and, therefore, for N4-lattices
with modal operators), we only need to take care of the interaction between the modal operators (which
are represented, on the topological side, by relations or by neighborhood functions on the dual space)
and the additional structure given by the sets ∇,

∇

,C,O. Besides its intrinsic interest, such an investiga-
tion sheds further light on the semantics of modal expansions of Belnap-Dunn logic; for instance, it has
enabled us to introduce a state-based semantics for the non-normal paraconsistent modal logic of [14].
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